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CLINICAL REPORT

Dermoscopic Changes in Melanocytic Naevi in Children during Digital
Follow-up
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The aim of this study was to investigate the dermoscopic
changes in acquired melanocytic naevi in a large paedia-
tric population over an interval of several years. Images
of 717 melanocytic naevi were obtained from 160 con-
secutive patients. Dermoscopic pigment pattern changes
were observed in one of two lesions after a follow-up of
one year, in 34 of 295 lesions (11.5%) after 2 years, in 40
of 190 lesions (21.1%) after 3 years, in 40 of 141 lesions
(28.4%) after 4 years, in 5 of 37 lesions (13.5%) after 5
years, in 12 of 31 lesions (38.8%) after 6 years, and in 7
of 21 lesions (33.3%) after 7 years. Dermoscopic changes
were detected in 25.3% of the lesions in patients aged 3-6
years, in 21% of the lesions in patients aged 7-12 years,
and in 15.5% of the lesions in patients over 13 years.
Main pattern changes consisted of transition from globu-
lar to globular-reticular (35 naevi), from globular to reti-
cular (14 naevi) and from globular-reticular to reticular
(24 naevi). These results are consistent with the view
that melanocytic naevi generally undergo a characteris-
tic transition from a globular pattern to a reticular pat-
tern. Most of the changes are observed in the 3—6 years
age group when hormonal and/or environmental factors
are not thought to play a role in pattern alterations. Key
words: melanocytic; naevi; dermoscopy; pattern; changes.
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Dermoscopy is a non-invasive technique that allows
the visualization of subsurface structures by decreasing
reñection at the stratum comeum—air interface. In adults,
the dermoscopic features and evolution of melanocytic

naevi during follow-up have been studied extensively
(1). In children, while data concerning dermoscopic
features of acquired naevi are available (2, 3), there are
scarce data on dermoscopic changes in melanocytic naevi
during follow-up. Dermoscopic follow-up of melanocytic
lesions in children have been performed only on small
series of patients, in particular those with Spitz- or Reed-
type naevi (4, 5). The aim of this study was to investigate
the dermoscopic changes in a considerable number of
acquired melanocytic naevi in a large paediatric popu-
lation over an interval of several years.

METHODS
The dermoscopic images evaluated in this study were collected
in the database of the melanocytic lesion clinic of the Unit of
Pédiatrie Dermatology of the University of Padua. Images of
717 melanocytic naevi were obtained from 160 consecutive
patients (78 females, 82 males). At the first visit, age 3—16 years,
all patients had skin types I, II, or III according to Fitzpatrick's
classification (6). Images were acquired using a computerized
polarized-light videodermoscopy system (FotoFinderdermos-
cope, Teachscreen Software, Bad Bimbach, Germany) with a
water interface solution at magnifications of x20^0. Patterns
were defined according to the 2003 consensus conference (7). A
pattern was defined as "changed" in the presence of any change
from a defined dermoscopic pattern observed at baseline into a
different dermoscopic pattern observed at subsequent visits.

RESULTS

Digital dermoscopic follow-up was available at one
year for 2 naevi, 2 years for 295 naevi, 3 years for 190
naevi, 4 years for 141 naevi, 5 years for 37 naevi, 6
years for 31 naevi, and 7 years for 21 naevi. We divided
our population into 3 age groups: 3-6 years (79 naevi),
7-12 years (386 naevi), and over 13 years (252 naevi).
At baseline 284 naevi showed a reticular pattern, 119
a globular pattern, 110 a cobblestone pattern, 16 a

Table I. Distribution of dermatoscopic variations in melanocytic naevi

Age

3-6 years
7-12 years
> 13 years
Total

Follow-up

I years

Changed/Total

0/1
1/1
0/0
1/2

2 years

ChangedA"otal

7/31
20/186

8/78
35/295

3 years

Changed/Total

2/14
25/99
13/77
40/190

4 years

Changed/Total

11/30
22/67

7/44
40/141

5 years

Changed/Total

0/3
1/7
4/27
5/37

6 years

Changed/Total

0/0
7/15
3/16

12/31

7 years

Changed/Total

0/0
5/11
2/10
7/21

Total

Changed/Total

20/79
81/386
39/252

140/717
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3-6 years 7-12 years > 13 years
Fig. 1. Percentage of changed naevi by age group.

homogeneous pattern, 45 a multicomponent pattern, 64
a reticular/globular pattern, 2 a reticular/cobblestone
pattern, 48 a reticular/homogeneous pattern, and 25 a
globular/homogeneous pattern. Dermoscopic changes
in the 717 lesions were observed in 128 naevi (18%).

Dermoscopic pattern changes were observed in one
of two lesions after a follow-up of 1 year, in 34 of 295
(11.5%) after 2 years, in 40 of 190 (21%) after 3 years,
in 40 of 141 (28.4%) after 4 years, in 5 of 37 (13.5%)
after 5 year, in 12 of 31 (38.7%) after 6 years, and in
7 of 21 (33.3%) after 7 years (Table I). Patients aged
3-6 years showed a dermoscopic change in 25.3% of
the lesions; patients aged 7—12 years in 21% of the
lesions; and patients over 13 years of age in 15.5% of
the lesions (Fig. 1). Changes in dermoscopic pattern are
displayed in Table II. The main changes, regardless of
age group, were from globular to globular-reticular (35
naevi), from globular to reticular (14 naevi) and from
globular-reticular to reticular (24 naevi). Other changes
were: cobblestone to globular-reticular (7 naevi) and
cobblestone to reticular-cobblestone (5 naevi) or to
multicomponent pattern (5 naevi). The figures show a
naevus changing from a globular pattern (Fig. 2a) to a
reticular pattern (Fig. 2b) in 2 years.

DISCUSSION

Dermoscopic pattern changes in pigmented lesions
have been studied in acral lesions (8), slow-growing
malignant melanoma (9), and in common melano-
cytic naevi after intense sun exposure (10). Articles
dealing with variation in the dermoscopic pattern of
congenital melanocytic naevi were published in 2006
(11) and 2007 (12). There is a general theory that the
dermoscopic pattern in children evolves from globular
to reticular with growth (3). This hypothesis was for-
mulated on the basis of the greater prevalence of the
globular (and cobblestone) pattern in young children
and of the reticular pattern in adults (13). We analysed
a large number of melanocytic naevi over time in order
to substantiate this hypothesis. The main changes in
our population of naevi (717 lesions) were from glo-
bular to globular-reticular (35 naevi), from globular
to reticular (14 naevi), and from globular-reticular to
reticular (24 naevi). These data are consistent with the
view that acquired melanocytic naevi have a peculiar
transition from one pattern to another. From a histo-
logical point of view naevi with a globular pattern
are dermal proliferations of melanocytes, while naevi
with a reticular pattern are epidermal proliferations of
melanocytes (14). Naevi with a globular pattern are
generally considered to persist throughout lifetime,
evolving to the typical dermal naevi in adults, while
naevi with a reticular pattern, which are epidermal
proliferations, are thought to develop later in life in
response to ultraviolet (UV) exposure or hormones
(14). Our work instead shows several cases of a single
naevus evolving from a globular pattern, characterized
by a dermal proliferation to a reticular pattern con-
sistent with an epidermal proliferation. Studies in the
literature have usually divided young populations into
older and younger age groups (e.g. 1-15 years (2)). We
decided to analyse the variations in pattern, dividing
our population into different age groups (3-6, 7-12,
> 13 years) in order to include or exclude the effects of
hormones (e.g. pre- or post-pubertal patients) and sun-
exposure. One interesting observation is that most of
the changes occurred in the 3-6-year age group, when

Table II. Changes in dermoscopic pattern types

Reticular
Globular
Cobblestone
Homogenous
> 3 patterns
Globular reticular
Reticular cobblestone
Reticular homogenous
Globular homogenous

Naevi at
baseline, n

288
119
110
16
45
64
2
48
25

Pattern at final

Reticular

14
2
1
0
24
0
2
2

Globular

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Cobblestone

1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Homogenous

3
3
1wmmm
1
0
0
0
0

Three or
more

2
2
5

|o
0
0
0
3

Globular
reticular

3
35
7
0

|0

0
1
2

Reticular
cobblestone

0
0
5
0
0
0

0
0

Reticular
homogenous

1
1
0
0
0
0
0

4

Globular
homogenous

0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
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Fig. 2. (a) Naevus with globular pattern, (b) Naevus changed to a reticular
pattern after the 2-year follow-up.

hormonal factors are not thought to be involved in pat-
tern alterations and children generally have a limited
sun exposure. In conclusion, we have investigated for
the first time in a large series of paediatric patients
pattern modifications of melanocytic naevi. Our study
provides definitive clinical data to support a previous
view concerning dermoscopic changes in pattern (12).
Furthermore, the results of our study clearly delineate
the age groups in which these modifications can be
observed.
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